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Read the book that made New York Times bestseller
Jill Mansell a household name—published in the
United States for the first time! "Jill Mansell keeps on
getting better..." —Good Housekeeping Everyone
thinks they know their neighbors, but nobody knows
what scandalous surprise is going to happen next.
Interior designer Jessie Roscoe has kept the identity
of her son's father a secret for years. But when her
old flame and actor Toby Gillespie moves in next
door, it doesn't take long for the truth to be revealed,
and for Tony to meet the son he never knew he had.
Toby's wife, Deborah, seems to take it stride. But
would she be so composed if she knew that the
chemistry between Toby and Jessie was flaring up
again? Jessie can't fathom a happy ending in this
spider web of complicated relationships, but there
are plenty more surprises to come, and many
shocking truths to be revealed.
When Natasha Fennell's mother was diagnosed with
a progressive illness, she wasn't ready to do deal
with the inevitability of what this would bring. Sitting
outside the hospital after visiting one day, Natasha
wondered how she would cope when her mother
was gone.Had she been a good enough daughter?
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Would she have enough time to do all the things she
wanted to do with her mother before she died?
Natasha knew she couldn't be the only one feeling
this way. She began her research and quickly
learned that other daughters had similar fears and
had never spoken about them before. Love for their
mothers, regret for opportunities missed,
resentments and emotional complexities all bubbled
to the surface. Through these conversations, a
friendship blossomed with Róisín Ingle, popular
columnist at the Irish Times. After a call out in
Róisín's column, hundreds of responses poured in
and there The Daughterhood was formed. The
Daughterhood is the funny, poignant, and
occasionally heart-breaking story of nine daughters
coming together to talk about their mothers and the
joy and despair that this relationship brings. Over a
period of months they commit to completing various
tasks all in the hope of improving their relationship
with the most important woman in their lives - before
she dies.
Jill Mansell's bestseller THE UNPREDICTABLE
CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE is an unforgettable
tale of sunny days on the beach, Cornwall in the
summer and secrets about to be revealed. Perfect
for readers of Lucy Diamond and Veronica Henry. In
the idyllic seaside town of St Carys, Sophie is putting
the past firmly behind her. When Josh arrives in St
Carys to run the family hotel, he can't understand
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why Sophie has zero interest in letting any man into
her life. He also can't understand how he's been
duped into employing Sophie's impulsive friend Tula,
whose crush on him is decidedly unrequited. St
Carys has more than its fair share of characters,
including the charming but utterly feckless surfer
Riley Bryant, who has a massive crush on Tula.
Riley's aunt is superstar author Marguerite Marshall.
And Marguerite has designs on Josh's
grandfather...who in turn still adores his glamorous
ex-wife, Dot... Just how many secrets can one
seaside town keep? What readers are saying about
The Unpredictable Consequences of Love: 'The way
in which the various stories played out - with all their
twists and turns, laughs and real sadness - against
the vividly drawn Cornish setting made for quite
engrossing reading' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
'Wonderfully witty, highly compelling and absolutely
impossible to resist' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'So
much love is flowing in this little seaside town and
each of the characters are loveable and entertaining.
The perfect read with no flaws and had me hooked
from start to finish' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars
In this delightful ebook, Jill Mansell gives readers an
exclusive glimpse of her life as a writer. Newly
updated with exclusive extra material! Find out
what's IN JILL'S HANDBAG, enjoy A DINNER DATE
WITH JILL and get to know Jill in a QUICKFIRE Q &
A. This updated ebook also includes a sneak peek at
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Jill's new novel for January 2017, MEET ME AT
BEACHCOMBER BAY. And as in the original A-Z
OF HAPPINESS, there's a bear (not a real one), lit
up by fairy lights, with zillions of happy endings
buzzing around, eating Chinese takeaway for
breakfast, getting up late and tweeting A LOT. Oh,
and there's been an explosion in the glitter factory!
Recommended for all with withdrawal symptoms
from YOU AND ME, ALWAYS, and anticipation
disorder for MEET ME AT BEACHCOMBER BAY.
NOT A NOVEL - but a little happiness fix.
When Imogen and Anna unexpectedly inherit their
grandmother Vivien's ice cream parlor, it turns both
their lives upside-down. The Brighton shop is a
seafront institution, but while it's big on charm it's
critically low on customers. If the sisters don't turn
things around quickly, their grandmother's legacy will
disappear forever. With summer looming, Imogen
and Anna devise a plan to return Vivien's to its
former glory. Rather than sell up, they will train up,
and make the parlor the newest destination on the
South Coast foodie map. While Imogen watches the
shop, her sister flies to Italy to attend a gourmet ice
cream-making course. But as she works shoulder-toshoulder with some of the best chefs in the industry,
Anna finds that romance can bloom in the most
unexpected of places.
What's a girl to do with...An offer you can't refuse? A
new bestseller from one of the UK's biggest authors!
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Nothing could tear Lola and Dougie apart, except his
mother... Seventeen-year-old Lola has no intention
of accepting when her boyfriend's snobbish mother
offers her a huge bribe to break up with him. Then
Lola discovers a secret that makes her think again,
and the only way she can help one of the people she
loves most in the world is to take the money and
break Dougie's heart. Ten years later, when Lola
meets Dougie again, her feelings for him are as
strong as ever. She'll do almost anything to get him
back, but she can never tell him the truth. Can she
overcome his bitterness and win his heart? She's
attractive, persuasive, and endlessly optimistic, but
even Lola's got her work cut out for her this time.
PRAISE FOR AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE
"Pick this up at your peril: you won't get a thing done
till it's finished!" "You won't be disappointed in this
gem."- Hot Stars Magazine "Pick this up at your
peril: you won't get a thing done till it's finished."Heat magazine "Witty and charming, this easygoing
tale is full of twists that make it hard to put down."Woman "Classy chick-lit that appeals to women of all
ages. She [Jill Mansell] has a fantastic ability to keep
a number of storylines running at the same time
without losing the reader in a labyrinth."-Daily
Express "Warm and funny."-Heat magazine "A
romantic romp full of larger-than-life
characters."-Express "Fast, furious and fabulous fun.
To read it is to devour it."-Company "A light-hearted
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and likeable tale."-Prima "A jaunty summer
read."-Daily Mail "A great, comical
read."-Birmingham Post
Finding the courage to trust your heart can be the
hardest thing of all... Dexter Yates has the looks, the
money, the swanky apartment, and girlfriends
galore. But it's not until his niece, Delphi, is born that
Dex falls in love for the first time in his life. Then
tragedy strikes when Dex's sister Laura dies in an
accident. Suddenly, Dex finds himself a new parent
and a single father to boot. With no idea how to raise
an eight-month-old baby girl on his own, Dex
decides to move into his weekend home in the small
village of Briarwood in the Cotswolds. The quirky
neighborhood welcomes him with open arms,
especially next—door neighbor and gifted cartoonist
Molly who offers to help with Delphi. Molly won't put
up with any nonsense and her messy romantic past
makes her cautious. If they can learn to trust each
other, there might be a happily-ever-after for all
three. A fresh and fun British women's fiction and a
great romantic book with plenty of humor and
friendship. Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella,
Helen Fielding and Jennifer Weiner will love
Mansell's quirky humor and the "will they, won't they"
relationship between Molly and Dex. What readers
are saying about Don't Want To Miss A Thing:
"reading a Jill Mansell novel is like that first satisfying
sip of tea after a hard day and this one was,
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thankfully, no different" "This was A BRILLIANT
BOOK that I just couldn't put down" "A SINGLE,
HOT BRITISH GUY with a baby? Yep, Ms Mansell
has hit the JACKPOT" "a great cast of characters
and always SO MUCH WARMTH." "My first Jill
Mansell and it was a most delicious experience. I
actually give this book 10 stars. I can't find a flaw,
not one." "COMPLICATED, QUIRKY, WHIMSICAL"
What reviewers are saying about Don't Want To
Miss A Thing: "A little bundle of joy changes
everything in this quirky chick—lit tale... charmingly
well charted. " -Publishers Weekly " her signature
blend of humor, romance, and multiple happy
endings, " -Booklist "Utterly charming from the first
page, Mansell's engaging tale is as welcome and
warming as a cup of tea on a rainy night. " -RT Book
Reviews "One of the masters of fun, upbeat fiction
with twists of romance..." -Shelf Awareness "sweet,
funny, and even a tiny bit sad but oh so fantastic!"
-Peeking Between the Pages " With a charming
English village, a baby, and a playboy, chick—lit
enthusiasts can go wrong with this book!" -Debbie's
Book Bag What everyone is saying about the queen
of British chick lit, Jill Mansell: "Fans of chick lit — if
you haven't read Mansell yet WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR!?" -A Bookworm's World "Pick this up
at your peril: you won't get a thing done till it's
finished." — Heat magazine "A romantic romp full of
larger-than-life characters."— Express "Fast, furious
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and fabulous fun. To read it is to devour it." —
Company "Expect to run the gamut of emotions, as
this book is both laugh-out-loud funny and tearjerkingly sad. Basically, you won't put it down." —
New Woman
"Jill Mansell keeps on getting better..." —Good
Housekeeping Heart-stopping romantic
entanglements, crossed wires and sisterly dilemmas
- all the ingredients for an unputdownable read from
international bestselling author, Jill Mansell When
Clemency meets the brilliant Sam Adams, she could
just about fall in love with him—if he weren't married.
Three years later, Clemency has settled into her
cozy home village of Cornwall to focus on her
career. Everything is smooth sailing until Sam
upends her entire life...by showing up as her
stepsister's boyfriend. Caught in the midst of a love
triangle, Clemency has to pretend she's never met
Sam...and choose between the love of her life and
the bond of sisterhood.
"Mansell scores again with a multilayered
contemporary story of loves lost and found...."
—Publishers Weekly A funny, heartfelt novel about
second chances at love from international bestselling
author Jill Mansell When it comes to love, never say
never When Nancy discovers the expensive jewelry
her husband's been buying isn't for her, she
decamps from the Scottish countryside to her best
friend Carmen's posh Chelsea town house to sort
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things out. Nancy finds herself in a surprising new
world, where rock stars are nicer than you thought,
social workers are not necessarily to be trusted, and
the filthy rich are folks with problems just like you.
Everybody falls in love with the wrong people, and
the path to true love twists and turns before you
discover who you really want. "Bursting with humor,
brimming with intrigue, and full of characters you'll
adore." -Heat on Don't Want to Miss a Thing "Warm,
witty, and romantic." -Daily Mail on Take a Chance
on Me
Readers of Sophie Kinsella and Elin Hilderbrand will love
this perfect vacation read from Jill Mansell, New York
Times and #1 international bestselling author of Maybe
This Time! New Year's resolutions never go according to
plan... Liza wants to get married, Dulcie wants a divorce,
and Pru wants things in her relationship to stay exactly
the same. Those are the New Year's resolutions these
three best friends have vowed to keep this year. But if
you want to change your mind about your
resolutions—and who doesn't?—you probably shouldn't
have told your closest pals. Regardless of good
intentions and best-laid plans, every effort to help each
other only gets things more mixed up. Fortunately for all
concerned, Fate has got a few tricks of her own in
store... Also by Jill Mansell: This Could Change
Everything Miranda's Big Mistake Maybe This Time
Praise for Jill Mansell: "Full of heart and
surprises."—Booklist for Three Amazing Things About
You "Engaging and entertaining."—Shelf Awareness for
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Fast Friends "Mansell's work is a consistent pleasure... A
beautiful mix of heartbreak, humor, and redemption."—RT
Book Reviews for You and Me, Always "Touching, funny,
down-to-earth, and oh-so-satisfying."—Harlequin Junkie
for This Could Change Everything
Dive into summer with this delightful tale of sisterhood
from international bestselling author Jill Mansell! It's not
that Janey Sinclair isn't pleased to see her sister... It's
just that being woken at 7:00 a.m. by Maxine, complete
with police escort, isn't quite how she'd planned to spend
her Sunday. Even so, Janey, who's trying to rebuild her
life after her husband disappeared, is delighted to have
her sister back home with her. That is, until Maxine sets
her sights on an impossibly glamorous fashion
photographer, and Janey knows there's no limit to the
mischief her sister will create to dispatch her rivals. Little
do they both know that the competition is a lot closer to
home than either of them realizes... What People Are
Saying About Jill Mansell: "Ms. Mansell's books are mustreads." —Night Owl Reviews Top Pick! for Meet Me at
Beachcomber Bay, 5 stars "Full of the kind of joy that
Mansell's readers have come to savor." —RT Book
Reviews for The Unexpected Consequences of Love, 4
stars "Captivating... The story absolutely bubbles with
life...superb entertainment." —The Long and Short of It for
Perfect Timing "Filled with wit, warmth, and wonder."
—Publishers Weekly for Three Amazing Things About
You
'Tis the season for finding romance in this hilarious and
uplifting holiday read When it comes to relationships,
thirty-four-year-old Kate Turner is ready to say "Bah,
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humbug." The sleepy town of Blexford, England, isn't
exactly brimming with prospects, and anyway, Kate's
found fulfillment in her career as a designer, and in her
delicious side job baking for her old friend Matt's
neighborhood café. But then her best friend signs her up
for a dating agency that promises to help singles find
love before the holidays. Twenty-three days until
Christmas. Twelve dates with twelve different men. The
odds must finally be in her favor . . . right? Yet with each
new date more disastrous than the one before--and the
whole town keeping tabs on her misadventures--Kate
must remind herself that sometimes love, like mistletoe,
shows up where it's least expected. And maybe, just
maybe, it's been right under her nose all along. . . .
A warm and witty novel about friendship, fine dining, and
learning that life doesn’t always turn out quite how we
expect it to—perfect for fans of Barbara O’Neal and
Nancy Thayer On New Year’s Eve, Fran and Will
Parrish host a dinner party, serving their friends a
gourmet feast. The night is such a success that the
group decides to form a monthly dinner party club. But
what starts as an excuse to enjoy the company of fellow
foodies ends up having lasting repercussions on each
member of the Table for Seven Dinner Party Club. Fran
and Will face the possibility that their comfortable
marriage may not be as infallible as they once thought.
Audrey has to figure out how to move on and start a new
life after the untimely death of her young husband.
Perfectionist Jaime suspects that her husband, Mark,
might be having an affair. Coop, a flirtatious bachelor
who never commits to a third date, is blindsided when he
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falls in love for the first time. Leland, a widower, is a wise
counselor and firm believer that bacon makes everything
taste better. Over the course of a year, against a
backdrop of mouthwatering meals, relationships are
forged, marriages are tested, and the members of the
Table for Seven Dinner Party Club find their lives forever
changed. Praise for Table for Seven “A fun and
delectable journey of love, friendship and delicious
food.”—RT Book Reviews “[Whitney] Gaskell’s engaging
novel is a high-wire artist’s performance as she spins a
highly entertaining tale of a monthly dinner
party.”—Booklist “[Table for Seven] invites readers to
monthly dinner parties featuring mouthwatering menus
and a group of guests dealing not so well with various
relationship issues. . . . Gaskell has mastered the art of
putting the fun in dysfunctional.”—Kirkus Reviews
Take an instantly recognizable social dilemma—attending
a wedding alone—add a good laugh (and maybe a cry),
and meet The Singles, the warm and witty debut by
Boston Globe “Love Letters” columnist Meredith
Goldstein. Beth “Bee” Evans’s first vow as a bride is
that everyone on her list be invited to bring a guest to her
lavish, Chesapeake Bay nuptials. When Hannah, Vicki,
Rob, Joe, and Nancy one by one decline Bee’s
generous offer, the frustrated bride dubs them the
“Singles,” adrift on her seating chart as well as in life.
Mr. Howgego is never late, but when his friend Mrs.
Burdle, who is rarely on time, invites him to lunch to
prove she can be punctual, their roles are reversed.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE
PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel
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about a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of
survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to
McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping,
frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco
Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through
burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged
landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to
crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky
is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't
know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have
nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the
lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The
Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It
boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in
which the father and his son, "each the other's world
entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of
its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and
the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness,
desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two
people alive in the face of total devastation.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Gripping and
incredibly comforting' Marian Keyes 'Like a little blast of
sunshine - uplifting, heartwarming and supremely
feelgood' Sophie Kinsella Jill's Mansell's irresistible new
book is the perfect escape. A beautiful Cornish setting, a
chaotic family, a woman who's had enough of romance or has she? The trouble with secrets is that you can't
guess what the consequences will be . . . Lainey has lost
everything. Luckily one little fib (OK, quite a big fib) helps
nail her dream job. Soon she's living in a stunning house
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by the sea, fending off obsessed fans for a retired - if farfrom-retiring - actor and organising his charming but
chaotic family. It's definitely worth the challenge of
keeping her secret. At least Lainey isn't looking for love.
It's time for a break from all that. And yet . . . Seth, the
actor's grandson, really is rather attractive. There's
growing chemistry and a definite connection between
them. But how would he react if he knew she hadn't
been honest with him? Lainey's not the only one with a
secret, though. Seth has one of his own. And
everything's about to start unravelling . . . What readers
are saying about Jill Mansell: 'A fantastic read yet again,
great characters, great story and as always a few happy
tears' 'Completely absorbing and so addictive' 'Entertains
from start to finish, and it fully deserves a 5-star rating'
'Great characters and I can't get enough of the "will they,
won't they" - "should they, could they"obstacles and
setbacks'
Hallie has a secret...doesn't everybody? Hallie doesn't
have long to live. And to make things even more
complicated, she's in love with a guy who's seriously out
of bounds. She's never going to let him know, of course;
she's just going to enjoy every remaining moment of her
crush. She's also determined to spend her last months
helping those who write into her Dear Rose column with
problems of their own. Her doctors can't fix her, but
maybe she can fix a few other people's dilemmas before
it's too late. All our lives are full of choices, for better or
worse. The amazing thing to see is how connected we all
are-in ways we don't even know. On occasion, we have
the chance to see the ways we change one another's
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lives for the better. Praise for The Unexpected
Consequences of Love: "Mansell's tale of the stirring of
love in spite of various heartbreaks and disappointments
is a charming and, at times, madcap romantic comedy." Booklist Praise for Don't Want to Miss a Thing: "Utterly
charming from the first page, Mansell's engaging tale is
as welcome and warming as a cup of tea on a rainy
night." -RT Book Reviews, 4 1?2 Stars
In this utterly sweet and moving women's fiction novel, a
celebrity comes to town and sweeps a young woman who is used to being overlooked - off her feet. Sophie
May is content with her life in her small English village,
working in the local coffee shop and living with her mom.
But when famous actor Billy comes to town to play Mr.
Darcy in a new film adaptation of Pride and Prejudice,
Sophie's quiet life is quickly turned on its head. Billy is
adored by women around the world, but he only wants
Sophie on his arm. But being with Billy comes at a price,
and Sophie is thrown in the spotlight after years of
shying away from attention. Can she handle the constant
scrutiny that comes with being with Billy? Brimming with
humor, wit, and genuine warmth, Billy and Me is a book
about taking a chance on life and on love.
Readers of Sophie Kinsella and Jenny Colgan will relish
in this story of star-crossed lovers, family, and the
importance of community from international bestselling
author, Jill Mansell! Is there ever a perfect time for love?
When Mimi Huish first visits her dad's new home in the
Cotswolds, she falls in love with Goosebrook and the
people who live there. There's Paddy, with his electricblue eyes and seductive charm. Friendly and funny Lois
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makes Mimi laugh. And seriously gorgeous Cal
Mathieson is welcoming and charismatic. Though Mimi
loves her city life and her career, she'd be very happy to
return to Goosebrook if it means seeing more of him. Life
is about to take some unexpected and shocking twists
and turns. And Mimi's path and Cal's are set to cross
again and again—but will it ever be the right time for both
of them? Praise for You and Me, Always: "Vivid and
enchanting."—Kirkus Reviews "A captivating
read."—Publishers Weekly "Sure to delight."—RT Book
Reviews, 4 Stars "A deliciously charming read from
beginning to end!"—BookPage
Love is a complicated thing... Lottie Carlyle is happy
enough. Living in a beautiful cottage with her two
adorable-sometimes-kids in an idyllic village, on good
terms with her ex-husband, and with friends all around,
everything is going just fine. But when she meets her
new boss, her peaceful world is thrown into delightful,
exciting, and frustrating chaos. Tyler is perfect for Lottie,
but her kids do not agree. To make matters worse, the
handsome and mysterious Seb appears on the scene,
intriguing-and distracting-Lottie and charming her
children, making it more and more difficult for her to
make up her mind... "Very nicely done... Jill Mansell's
chorus of sharp-witted youth, shaking sticks at the foibles
of their elders, is delightful." -Daily Express "A smashing
read that both delights and surprises the reader." —The
Sun Praise for Thinking of You: "Mansell is like a
Michelin-rated chef: She may use common ingredients,
but under her sure hand the results are deliciously
superior." -Kirkus "Humorous, sometimes poignant... Her
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breezy style resembles that of Sophie Kinsella or Helen
Fielding... readers will be delighted." -Booklist "Jill
Mansell combines, humor, friendship, romance and
betrayal... keeps you wanting more." -Fresh Fiction
"Beyond the fun, faulted characters, Mansell has a gift
for humorous and witty dialogue that will leave readers in
stitches... Mansell excels at creating relationships that
are dynamic and complicated." -Savvy Verse and Wit
One of Great Britain's most beloved bestselling authors,
Josephine Cox enthralls American readers with a
poignant tale of broken lives redeemed. The windswept
village of West Bay is hope, an escape, and a future for
Kathy Wilson, who dreams of turning the empty cottage
she inherited into a home free of the pain she suffered
back in London. As the summer slowly passes, she
puzzles silently over her fascination with an enigmatic
wanderer who strolls the beach below her window. Tom
Marcus needed a place to hide when the life he knew
was brutally destroyed. Inexplicably drawn to this
captivating loner, Kathy feels a bond forming that will
radically change them both. But the shadows that haunt
them will not be dismissed—until they can find the
courage to open their hearts.
The delicious new novel from Sunday Times bestseller
Heidi Swain: ‘Heidi’s known for her feel-good factor and
this story is a delight’ New! Magazine ‘A charming,
summery read’ The People’s Friend ‘A summer trip to
Wynbridge will never disappoint. Swain’s writing as
always is so delicious you could eat it all up’ My Weekly
‘Visions of luscious strawberries and raspberries leap
from the pages’ My Weekly Special ‘A story so full of
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sunshine you almost feel the rays’ Woman’s Weekly
‘Family always comes first in Swain’s inspirational
books and A Taste of Home brims with the real-life
issues, evocative landscapes, heartfelt emotions and all
the love, laughter and tears that we have come to expect
from this accomplished author’ Lancashire Post Fliss
Brown has grown up living with her mother on the Rossi
family’s Italian fruit farm. But when her mother dies,
Fliss finds out she has a family of her own, and heads
back to England with Nonna Rossi’s recipe for cherry
and almond tart and a piece of advice: connect with your
family before it is too late… Fliss discovers that her
estranged grandfather owns a fruit farm himself, on the
outskirts of Wynbridge, and she arrives to find a farm
that has fallen into disrepair. Using her knowledge
gleaned from working on the Rossi farm and her desire
to find out more about her past, Fliss rolls her sleeves up
and gets stuck in. But what will she discover, and can
she resurrect the farm’s glory days and find a taste of
home…? Your favourite authors love Heidi Swain's books:
A summer delight!' SARAH MORGAN ‘I loved this
gorgeous story of family secrets and second chances’
RACHAEL LUCAS, author of The Telephone Box Library
‘A delightfully sunny read with added intrigue and
secrets’ BELLA OSBORNE 'I so enjoyed my seaside
escape at Wynmouth. With heart-warming characters, a
gorgeous summer setting, and a great story with secrets
aplenty to keep you turning the pages, it's the perfect
read to relax and curl up at home with' CAROLINE
ROBERTS 'A ray of reading sunshine!’ Laura Kemp,
author of A Year of Surprising Acts of Kindness ‘A
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lovely, sweet, summery read’ Milly Johnson
A charming, hilarious, irresistible romp of a novel that
brings together nine unrelated women, each touched by
the same little black dress that weaves through their
lives, bringing a little magic with it. Natalie is a
Bloomingdale's salesgirl mooning over her lawyer exboyfriend who's engaged to someone else after just two
months. Felicia has been quietly in love with her boss for
seventeen years and has one night to finally make the
feeling mutual. Andie is a private detective who
specializes in gathering evidence on cheating
husbands—a skill she unfortunately learned from her own
life—and lands a case that may restore her faith in true
love. For these three women, as well as half a dozen
others in sparkling supporting roles—a young model fresh
from rural Alabama, a diva Hollywood star making her
Broadway debut, an overachieving, unemployed Brown
grad who starts faking a fabulous life on social media, to
name just a few—everything is about to change, thanks to
the dress of the season, the perfect little black number
everyone wants to get their hands on . . .
Three beloved, poignant comedies from New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Jill Mansell-smart,
sassy women's fiction that never disappoints! STAYING
AT DAISY'S When hotel manager Daisy MacLean meets
cocky sports hero Dev Tyzack, it's a no brainer-hands
off. He is terribly arrogant-but also incredibly sexy. Daisy
tries her best to steer clear of him, yet soon comes to
realize he is the one guest she can't bear to see leave.
MILLIE'S FLING Popular romance author Orla Hart
decides to make her friend Millie Brady the heroine of
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her next novel, even though Millie doubts her boring life
will inspire a steamy page-turner. But whatever
excitement doesn't happen to Millie naturally, Orla is
secretly determine to stir up... AN OFFER YOU CAN'T
REFUSE When her boyfriend's mother offers seventeenyear-old Lola an enormous bribe to break up with
Dougie, she doesn't refuse. The only way she can save
her family is to take the money. Now, ten years later, a
twist of fate has brought Dougie and Lola together again.
Lola is hoping it's true that time heals all wounds. But
how can she possibly win him back without telling him
why she broke his heart in the first place? "A rip-roaring
good time." —Savvy Verse & Wit (Miranda's Big Mistake)
"Mansell knows her craft and delivers a finely tuned
romantic comedy." —Booklist (An Offer You Can't Refuse)
"Love and laugher prevail...a clever, absorbing, and very
enjoyable read." —Publishers Weekly (Staying at Daisy's)
In Australian bestselling author Charlotte Nash's U.S.
debut, a young woman attends her ex-boyfriend's Paris
wedding and discovers more than she ever dreamed in
the ultimate city of love. Imagine you are invited to Paris,
the City of Love, to witness the wedding of your first love
to a woman you’ve never met. Would you go? It’s been
ages since Rachael West has seen the man she once
believed she couldn’t live without. Receiving his
wedding invitation was bittersweet—she was oddly
touched he’s asked her, but knows that facing him on
this day would be the hardest thing she’s ever done. But
her friends and family convince her to attend. After all,
it’s an all-expenses-paid trip to Paris! Surely she can get
through that one day, and discover all the delights of that
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magical city the remainder of the time. So Rachael
leaves her small town, setting off for the City of Lights
with her best friend, two feuding neighbors, and a
suitcase full of home-sewn couture in tow. She’s
determined to let Paris work its magic—and it does by
way of a handsome photojournalist. And before her
adventure is over, Rachael will be faced with yet another
choice. But this time, hers isn’t the only happiness at
risk . . . .
For readers of Saving CeeCee Honeycutt, Joshilyn
Jackson, and Fannie Flagg, with a touch of Terms of
Endearment A laugh-out-loud funny yet poignant novel
about a daughter determined not only to keep her mother
among the living but to find out the secrets of her longburied past Willow Havens is ten years old and obsessed
with the fear that her mother will die. Her mother, Polly,
is a cantankerous, take-no-prisoners Southern woman
who lives to shoot varmints, drink margaritas, and
antagonize the neighbors--and she sticks out like a sore
thumb among the young, modern mothers of their small
conventional Texas town. She was in her late fifties
when Willow was born, so Willow knows she's here by
accident, a late-life afterthought. Willow's father died
before she was born, her much older brother and sister
are long grown and gone and failing elsewhere: it's just
her and her bigger-than-life mom, Polly. Willow is
desperately hungry for clues to the family life that
preceded her, and Polly has her own secrets that she
won't reveal. Why did she leave her hometown of Bethel,
Louisiana, fifty years ago and vow never to return after a
mysterious and terrible incident? Who is Garland Jones,
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her long-ago suitor who possibly killed a man? And will
Polly be able to outrun The Bear, the illness that finally
puts her on a collision course with her closely guarded
past and a final trip back to Bethel that will end with
them, like Huck Finn, riding a river raft back home? THE
BOOK OF POLLY has a kick like the best hot sauce, and
a great blend of humor and sadness, pathos and hilarity.
This is a bittersweet novel about the grip of love in a truly
quirky family and you'll come to know one of the most
unforgettable mother-daughter duos you've ever met.

Newly widowed Ellie moves to London's glamorous
Primrose Hill to start over, but her new boss, Zack
McLaren, is terribly distracting as he does everything
he can to win her attention and her affection. By the
author of Staying at Daisy's. Original.
International bestseller Jill Mansell delivers an
enchanting, feel-good tale about the power of
friendship never before published in the U.S. Isn't life
more fun in the fast lane? When bored housewife
and mother Camilla Stewart impulsively invites her
old schoolfriends for dinner, she hardly imagines that
the evening will shatter her comfortable existence.
But Roz Vallender and Loulou Marks are no ordinary
guests. Roz is a stunning and self-assured TV
presenter, while the reckless Loulou owns Vampires,
the trendiest wine bar in town. When they reveal that
Camilla's husband Jack has been playing around,
Camilla determines to make some changes. With a
little help from her friends, she soon finds out that life
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in the fast lane is a lot more fun--and the future still
holds plenty of surprises. Praise for Jill Mansell: "[A]
true page-turner."—Harlequin Junkie for Sheer
Mischief "Mansell's books are must reads."—Night
Owl Reviews Top Pick 5 Stars for Meet Me at
Beachcomber Bay "[Mansell's] skillful balance of
heartbreak and joy will stay with readers long after
they finish the book." —Publishers Weekly for Three
Amazing Things About You "[A] beautiful mix of
heartbreak, humor, and redemption that is sure to
delight..."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for You and
Me, Always
For sale: Beachcomber Inn. This charming B&B on
Cape Cod has seen better days, but a little TLC will
bring it back to life. Price: $1 to the right owner… Evie
Baxter has never been impulsive… Until the night she
goes online to buy a new bathrobe, and winds up the
proud owner of a bed and breakfast on Cape Cod.
She’s hoping life in Sweetbriar Cove will be a fresh
start away from the sympathetic smiles she’s been
getting, ever since she was widowed before her
thirtieth birthday. She’s not expecting to find a town
full of quirky locals, the Inn in desperate need of
repairs — or for her handsome new neighbor to make
her heart beat faster in her chest. When he’s not
driving her crazy with his playboy ways, that is…
Local firefighter, Noah Montgomery, isn’t looking to
put his heart on the line. He’s sworn to keep his life
simple and drama-free, until the new owner of the
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Beachcomber Inn arrives in town, and makes him
think twice about his solo plans. Evie is beautiful,
captivating - and stubborn as hell. She’s determined
to get the Beachcomber Inn up and running again,
and Noah is just being a good neighbor by lending a
hand… At least, that’s his story, but as the pair grow
closer, the sparks between them are impossible to
ignore. Soon, the summer is heating up with a
passion Evie never saw coming. She knows
heartbreak all too well, but can Noah convince her to
take a chance on love again? Or will the tragedies of
the past keep them from their new forever? Find out
in the new charming, feel-good trip to Sweetbriar
Cove - featuring all your favorite characters! The
Sweetbriar Cove Series: #1 Meant to Be #2 All for
You #3 The Only One #4 I'm Yours #5 Holiday
Kisses #6 No Ordinary Love #7 Wildest Dreams #8
This Kiss #9 Always Be Mine #10 Two Hearts
(Kinsella Family 1) #11 The Story of Us #12 Back to
You #13 One More Night #14 Time After Time (Nov
2020) #15 Forever Summer (March 2021) #16
Simply Irresistible (July 2021) PRAISE FOR
MELODY GRACE: "Melody Grace created
fascinating characters that are simply I-R-R-E-S-I-ST-I-B-L-E ! Her stories leave you with a big smile on
your face and a heart bursting with love." - A Bookish
Escape Blog "Sexy and sweet: the perfect summer
read!" - Corinne Michaels, New York Times
bestselling author "Heartwarming, swoony, and sexy
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as hell." - Claire Contreras, New York Times
bestselling author "Sizzling summer perfection!
Melody Grace does it again." - Kendall Ryan, New
York Times bestselling author "Sizzling hot and
super emotional - the perfect combo!" - NYT and
USA Today bestselling Lauren Blakely "A roller
coaster ride of pure emotion... beautifully written."
Blame it on the Rain Reviews
The heart-warming and romantic SUNDAY TIMES
bestseller: the perfect escape One little mistake and
nothing will ever be the same again! On the one
hand, if Essie hadn't written that letter - the one that
only her best friend was meant to see - then she'd
still be living like an actual proper grown-up, tucked
up with Paul in his picture-perfect cottage, maybe
even planning their wedding... On the other hand (if
her true feelings hadn't accidentally taken the
internet by storm, that is) she wouldn't have moved
into the attic flat on the square. She would never
have met Conor. Or got to know Lucas... And she
wouldn't have found herself falling in love with
someone she really, really shouldn't fall in love with...
'One of my favourite writers' Katie Fforde 'The queen
of witty, heart-warming, feel-good love stories' Red
'Reading Jill is always such a joy!' Veronica Henry
'Jill Mansell just gets better and better' Heat ***** 'A
fab, feel-good read' Prima 'A page-turner' Look
From the author of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series The Clique comes Lisi Harrison's
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debut adult novel about four modern-day strangers
who inherit a dirty book club that was started in the
1960s. M.J. Stark's life is picture-perfect—she has a
dream job as a magazine editor, a sexy doctor
boyfriend, and a glamorous life in Manhattan. But
behind her success, she can't shake a deep sense of
loneliness, so when her boyfriend offers her a
completely new life in California, she decides to give
it a try. Once there, M.J. is left to fend for herself in a
small California beach town, with only the company
of her elderly neighbor, Gloria. One day M.J.
receives a mysterious invitation and a copy of Prim:
A Modern Woman's Guide to Manners. She
recognizes the book as an outdated classic, but
when she opens it, she discovers that it's actually a
copy of Fear of Flying by Erica Jong and the
invitation is to join Gloria's secret book club—one that
only reads erotic books. Out of curiosity, M.J. goes
to the meeting at a local bookstore, and discovers
three other women who have also been selected by
the club's original members—who have suddenly left
the country to honor a fifty-year-old pact. As these
unlikely friends bond over naughty bestsellers, each
woman shares not only the intimate details of her
own sex life, but all areas of her life. Inspired by the
characters in the novels they read—and the notes
passed down by the club's original members—the
new members of The Dirty Book Club help each
other find the courage to rewrite their own stories
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and risk it all for a happy ending.
What happens when a relationship is too good to be
true...? Life's a dream for perfect celebrity couple
Jack and Cass Mandeville. With killer style, A-list
day jobs, and an envious marriage, the Mandevilles
have captured the hearts of the people and the
affections of the press. Their lives couldn't be more
picture perfect—that is, until Jack turns forty and his
world turns upside down when a stunning, and
strikingly intelligent, redhead named Imogen
interviews the couple for a high-profile magazine.
Like a bolt of lightning, Jack is hit with a midlife crisis
of epic proportions, bursting Jack and Cass's
proverbial bubble. This drastic turn of events sends
their entire family, friends, local community, and fans
around the country, into a tailspin. Cass can only
hope Jack will snap out of it soon, but it's too late
already—nothing will ever be the same again... New
York Times and USA Today bestseller Jill Mansell
delivers laugh-out-loud antics and a perfect ending!
Praise for Jill Mansell: "A little blast of
sunshine—uplifting, heartwarming and supremely feelgood."—Sophie Kinsella, #1 New York Times
bestselling author, for It Started with a Secret
"Gripping and incredibly comforting."—Marian Keyes,
#1 International bestselling author, for It Started with
a Secret "Jill Mansell captures your heart."—Fresh
Fiction for Kiss
International bestseller Jill Mansell delivers an
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irresistibly feel-good story about friendship, family,
and finding love where you least expect it. Revenge
is a dish best served sweet... Miranda's most recent
male-related catastrophe is the seemingly perfect
Greg. He's gorgeous, witty, and they're on the brink
of falling madly in love...until Miranda finds out he's
just left his pregnant wife. With the help of her
friends, Miranda plans the most delicious revenge a
heartbroken girl can get. But will Miranda learn from
her mistake, or move on to the next "perfect" man
and ignore the love of her life waiting in the wings?
What Readers Are Saying About Jill Mansell: "A
book by Jill will make you happy. Trust me." "There's
something magical about Jill's writing." "When I pick
up a Jill Mansell book, I know I'm in for a treat." "Her
stories make me believe in happy ever after."
You won't want to miss the new story from New York
Times and #1 international bestselling queen of
romantic women's fiction Jill Mansell, featuring:
Poignant, laugh-out-loud fiction that makes you smile
A feel good story about second chances Starcrossed lovers The importance of finding your way
home Didi Laing met her first love, Shay Mason, on
a magical winter visit to Venice. They were
rapturously happy together and Shay came to work
at Didi's parents' hotel in the Cotswolds. Then one
shocking event changed everything, and Shay
disappeared. For thirteen years, no one expects to
hear from him again. Then one day out of the blue,
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Shay returns to fulfill his father's dying wish. Moving
into the best suite in Didi's hotel sets off a chain of
events that affects the whole town. Everyone has
their own stories and secrets, more intertwined than
anyone could have guessed... Praise for Jill Mansell:
"Uplifting, heart-warming and supremely feelgood."—SOPHIE KINSELLA, #1 New York Times
bestselling author, for It Started with a Secret "Laughout-loud entertainment."—Fresh Fiction for Kiss "A
frothy, escapist romp."—Booklist for Fast Friends
A Sunday Times Top Ten Bestseller MEET ME AT
BEACHCOMBER BAY is a romantic, funny and
unputdownable new novel about love and friendship
from Jill Mansell, bestselling author of THE ONE
YOU REALLY WANT and YOU AND ME, ALWAYS 'A glorious, heartwarming romantic read' Woman &
Home. Perfect for anyone who loves Milly Johnson,
Lucy Diamond and Jenny Colgan. 'A glorious,
heartwarming romantic read' Woman & Home Love
is in the air in St Carys, but you'd never know it - the
people of this seaside town are very good at keeping
secrets... The man Clemency loves belongs to
someone else. She has to hide her true feelings - but
when she ropes in an unsuspecting friend to help,
wires start to get crossed. For the first time in
Ronan's life his charm has failed him in winning over
the woman he wants. Loving her from afar appears
to be his only option. Belle seems to have the perfect
boyfriend, but something isn't quite right. And now a
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long-buried secret is slowly rising to the surface. The
truth has a funny way of revealing itself, and when it
does St Carys will be a very different place indeed...
What readers are saying about Meet Me at
Beachcomber Bay: 'Captivating, warm, light-hearted
and funny. The prose is polished and beautifully
descriptive, with characters you can't help but fall in
love with' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'An uplifting
read set in beautiful Cornwall which was described
so perfectly I felt I was there. Utterly charming'
Amazon reviewer, 5 stars 'A total breath of fresh air.
Jill Mansell certainly weaves a beautiful tale that
captures us heart and soul' Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars
Alone, innocent, betrayed by an adored half-brother, her
fortune gone, and burdened by a shocking secret,
Princess Marguerite Alexandrovna Valensky makes her
way to the glamorous, extravagant, and dizzying
pinnacle of the cosmetics business
Meet Me at Beachcomber BaySourcebooks, Inc.
"...vivid and enchanting.... [You and Me, Always] can be
enjoyed on a rainy afternoon with a pot of tea and some
scones." — Kirkus International bestseller Jill Mansell
crafts a deliciously romantic story about love, loss and
secrets that just can't be kept Nothing stays secret
forever, least of all love... On the morning of her twentyfifth birthday, Lily Harper opens the very last letter written
to her by her beloved mother, who died when she was
eight. Learning about the first and only real love of her
mom's life is a revelation. The same momentous day,
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Lily meets Eddie Tessler, an actor fleeing fame who
could change her world in unimaginable ways. But her
childhood friend Dan has his own reasons for not
wanting Lily to get too carried away by Eddie's
attentions. As secrets past and present begin to emerge,
Lily's not sure what-or who-to believe. But one thing is
clear: in the beautiful Cotswold village of Stanton
Langley, nothing will ever be the same again... Praise for
Making Your Mind Up: "Mansell's gentle humor and
enormous heart always ensure a treat for her readers."
-RT Book Reviews, 4 stars
No one could have planned for this... Lara Carson left
her family and boyfriend Flynn eighteen years ago
without a word to anyone. Why has no one heard from
her since? Does it mean anything that she's suddenly
reappeared in Bath just in time for her ex–best friend
Evie's wedding? And what about Flynn? Even the most
eagle–eyed observer can't tell whether he's happy to see
her, or just stunned. While secrets pile up on secrets,
and the gossip mill wings into high gear, the brand–new
life Lara's searching for becomes ever more elusive.
There's a lot of catching up for everyone to do, and
Lara's return is going to be anything but a walk in the
park. Praise for To the Moon and Back: "A tremendous
look at friendship, hope, romance, and second
chances."—RT Book Reviews, 4 stars "A romantic and
lighthearted story...fans will eat this story up."—Publishers
Weekly "Mansell crafts a lovely story with multiple
plotlines, characters, and love interests."—USA Today
"Absolutely, positively and outstanding story."—Night Owl
Reviews Reviewer Top Pick, 5 stars
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Blue-blooded Amelia “Amy” Astor was a champion,
America's sweetheart, and on track to give the US
Olympic medal glory before she gave it all up to join
skating's equivalent of the circus. Now she's a
professional princess, the lead in Enchanted Ice. But in
an industry that values young, cheap, and healthy, her
age, salary, and injuries are a liability. So when she's
offered a job teaching Hollywood heartthrob Shane Marx
to skate for a role in a hockey film, she leaps at the
opportunity. Maybe with the right kind of exposure, she
can survive one more season and put off decisions about
her future a little longer. If she invites the wrong kind of
exposure . . . well, there's that pesky morals clause
waiting in the wings. Shane Marx traded his boy band
dance moves in TruAchord for acting lessons years ago.
His blonde, blue-eyed gorgeousness makes him the
most sought after romantic comedy lead in the movie
industry. But lately his clean-cut image has been
tarnished by one sex scandal after another. When
America's ice princess meets Hollywood's hottest leading
man, what could go wrong? Inside that sequined
costume is a woman of steely determination who has
conquered many of her demons. And beneath his sinfully
attractive exterior, Shane Marx is a man still battling his.
Sensuality Level: Sensual
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